Since the adoption of the so-called 'six-pack' on economic governance, the European Commission is not only monitoring national wage trends, but is also issuing binding wage development thresholds (Erne, 2012) . If one compares Ireland's wage trends with the EU's new 9 per cent nominal unit labour cost increase threshold for euro area countries over the past three years, one would not think that they represent a problem for the EU's neoliberal policy-makers. While nominal unit labour costs in Germany rose by 5.9 per cent and in the United Kingdom by 8.1 per cent during the past three years, Irish unit labour costs fell by 12.2 per cent during the same period due to the imposition of wage cuts (especially in the public sector) and an increase in Irish labour productivity. Compared to the Irish, across the entire EU only Latvian workers faced a bigger unit labour cost loss (-15 per cent) (European Commission, 2012: 24) .
In addition, the Irish government implemented all the austerity cutback demands set by the EU/ECB/IMF troika without hesitation. In turn, Commission President Barroso Imagine for a moment that you come across an unexpected ten pounds. After making a mental note not to spend it all at once, you go out and spend it all at once, on, say, two pairs of woolly socks. The person from the sock shop then takes your tenner and spends it on wine, and the wine merchant spends it on tickets to see The Bitter Tears of Petra von Kant, and the owner of the cinema spends it on chocolate, and the sweet-shop owner spends it on a bus ticket, and the owner of the bus company deposits it in the bank. That initial ten pounds has been spent six times, and has generated £60 of economic activity.
In a sense, no one is any better off; and yet, that movement of money makes 2 The controversial bank guarantee scheme has so far cost Ireland at least €64bn. Hence, Irish inhabitants have paid so far €8 956 per capita for bank bailouts compared to an average cost of €191 per capita for the EU as a whole (Healy, 2013) .
Although the Irish bank guarantee scheme was initially set up by the Irish government (following serious threats from the banking sector), the IMF recently acknowledged that the Irish bank bailout benefited international financial firms but harmed the domestic economy (IMF, 2013: 37) .
everyone better off. To put it another way, that first tenner has contributed £60 to Britain's GDP. Seen in this way, GDP can be thought of as a measure not so much of size -how much money we have, how much money the economy contains -but of velocity. It measures the movement of money through and around the economy; it measures activity. If you had taken the same ten quid when it was first given to you and simply paid it into your bank account, the net position could be argued to be the same -except that the only contribution to GDP is that initial gift of £10, and if this behaviour were replicated across the whole economy, then the whole economy would grind to a halt. And that, hand, need that velocity -they need GDP. In order to get it, they sometimes have to borrow that first tenner, which they can do in a range of ways not available to ordinary citizens (who can't, for example, just print the money).
Once that first tenner is spent, the government's hope is that it will continue to be spent many more times. (Lanchester, 2013) Hence, the proposed additional one-billion-euro cut in Ireland's wage bill is the result of the use of a failing economic model. Cutbacks take much more money out of the economy than previously thought. Last October, it seemed that this is the 'time for a rethink' of the austerity agenda (The Economist, 2012) . But obviously this is not the case in Ireland or any other EU country. On the contrary, the government is determined to take another one billion euros from public sector workers, because it is apparently being forced to do so by the troika. Conversely, however, it successfully Accordingly, almost all Irish unions accepted wage increases below the inflation and productivity benchmark in order to attract foreign investment according to the maxim:
let's accept a smaller share of the cake in order to get a bigger cake. Given the unprecedented growth rates that Ireland experienced from 1987 to 2007, union leaders indeed seemed to have good reason to celebrate the Irish social partnership model that was geared towards the attraction of foreign direct investment (Roche and Cradden, 2003) , despite wage moderation (Erne, 2008) , a lack of worker codetermination rights (Roche and Geary, 2006; Doherty and Erne, 2010) , the minimal welfare state and the self-defeating financial asset and house price bubbles this development model entailed (McDonough and Dundon, 2010) . But when the Celtic Tiger bubble burst, the union movement that was the result of years of social partnership and economic growth had lost a lot of its capacity to act independently. In fact, the proposed agreement stipulated that most cost savings would come from specific sections within the public sector; for example, from workers in the health and police 3 sector who work evening, night, Saturday or Sunday shifts; or from workers who earn more than €65 000 gross per year. There is a broad agreement in the Irish trade union movement that employees on very high salaries should contribute more, but first and foremost through higher income taxes that apply to everybody. But the unequal impact of Croke Park 2 across sectors and genders caused widespread alarm (Wall, 2013 Croke Park 2 and threatened to leave ICTU (Walsh and O'Regan, 2013) .
Eventually, however, the government's endeavour to divide and conquer Irish public sector workers and unions (Roche, 2013) did not succeed, as not only the members of unions whose leaders recommended a 'no' vote overwhelmingly rejected the deal.
A majority of rank-and-file members of SIPTU also voted 'no' (see Table 1 ), regardless of the contention of their union leaders that they would have suffered less from the unequal cutbacks contained in the proposed deal. (TYPESETTER PLEASE Place Table 1 about here)
The ballot result shows that there is growing discontent with the austerity programmes that have been imposed on Irish workers, especially in the public sector. As a result, the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform may not only be facing a revolt of Labour Party backbenchers in parliament but also a major confrontation with public sector workers if the government moves to introduce legislation to cut their pay.
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